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摘  要 










































In recent years, State Grid has achieved a great step development. Dozens of 
information technology projects of financial aspects have been carried out each year. 
These new IT projects has obvious characteristics like strong internally connection, 
dispersive geographical spread and numerous participants etc. The old scene with 
single project management implementation is no longer adapted to current financial 
informationization development. The question how to apply program management 
idea, innovate new management mode, manage effectively will be the key to the 
success or failure of State Grid’s financial informationization. 
This article adopts methodology on combination of theory and practice. Firstly 
through research on project management and program management, it will introduce 
program management definition, character, key elements, relationships and 
discrepancies compared with traditional project management. Meanwhile referring to 
enterprise informatization, it will present related influence on financial management.  
Secondly, regarding to current State Grid financial informationization status, 
project character, project management status and development strategy, this article 
will analyze challenges might face during implementation on financial informatization 
program management, then finally outline design principles, overall thoughts and 
organization chart. 
Again,it will illustrate application status of State Grid financial informationization 
program management mode from four aspects including organization chart, all-sides 
supervision, communication mechanism and whole resources allocation. And then get 
evaluation result from application impact. In the end of paper, to sum up, it will get 
conclusion as following. First, the purpose of program management is to build up an 
organization chart with a core of high-efficiency management office, a smooth 
communication mechanism and fully adoption of various resources. Second, program 
management is not only to achieve success of single project, but also to generate more 
benefits compared with traditional one through tight implementation integration of 
enterprise strategy and project program.  
By stating research on Program Management application on State Grid financial 
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（3）有利于企业 IT 集约化管理的实现 
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